Hypoxia, a decrease in oxygen availability, affects both physiological development and tumorigenesis[@b1]. A key mediator of the cellular response to hypoxia is the hypoxia-inducible factor-1 (HIF-1), which is a heterodimer of *α* and *β* subunits. HIF-1β is constitutively expressed, while HIF-1α is regulated in an oxygen-dependent manner[@b2]. HIF-1α is inactive and remains at low levels in normoxia. With enough oxygen available, the hydroxylation of HIF-1α by PHD (prolyl hydroxylase domain protein) promotes its degradation by pVHL (von Hippel-Lindau protein)[@b3], and the hydroxylation of HIF-1α by FIH-1 (factor inhibiting HIF-1) represses its transcriptional activity via preventing the recruitment of co-activator p300[@b4]. In hypoxia, both PHD and FIH-1 are deactivated, and thus HIF-1α is stabilized and activated. As a transcription factor, HIF-1 induces expression of target genes such as VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor), EPO (erythropoiesis) and p21[@b5][@b6]. VEGF and EPO regulate adaptive responses to hypoxia, while p21 induces cell-cycle arrest.

The tumor suppressor p53 also mediates the hypoxic response. p53 is kept at basal levels in unstressed cells because of Mdm2-mediated ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation. The p53 response to hypoxia is diverse, depending on the cell type, the degree and duration of hypoxia[@b7]. For example, p53 is stabilized via phosphorylation by the ATR (ataxia-telangiectasia mutated and Rad3-related) kinase only under severe hypoxia[@b8]. Moreover, high levels of p53 can induce apoptosis in a different manner from that when it is activated by DNA damage[@b9][@b10]. Notably, different mechanisms have been proposed for p53-mediated apoptosis in hypoxia: p53 promotes apoptosis mainly by transrepressing antiapoptotic genes like microRNA(miR)-17-92[@b11][@b12], or by transactivating proapoptotic genes such as *puma* (p53-upregulated mediator of apoptosis)*, fas* and *bnip3l*[@b13][@b14][@b15]. An issue naturally arises concerning whether these mechanisms are mutually exclusive or can be coordinated in one setting.

There exists an intricate interplay between p53 and HIF-1α. It was proposed that p53 stabilization is dependent on HIF-1α[@b16]; HIF-1α may bind to Mdm2, inhibiting Mdm2-dependent degradation of p53[@b17]. But HIF-1α accumulates with similar kinetics under mild and severe hypoxia, whereas p53 stabilization occurs only in severe hypoxia[@b8]. That is, HIF-1α upregulation is insufficient for p53 stabilization. On the other hand, it was reported that moderate p53 expression results in attenuated transcriptional activity of HIF-1 since p53 and HIF-1α compete for limiting p300, whereas high p53 expression leads to degradation of HIF-1α[@b18]. It is necessary to further clarify how the stabilization and transcriptional activities of p53 and HIF-1α are regulated under various hypoxic conditions.

Several mathematic models were developed to characterize the dynamics of the HIF-1 pathway, focusing on the mechanism for HIF-1α activation[@b19][@b20][@b21]. Few modeling studies explored the role for p53 in hypoxia. It is a challenge to reveal how the interplay between HIF-1α and p53 determines the cellular outcome. Here, we built a network model to characterize crosstalk between HIF-1 and p53 signaling, comprising their upstream modulators and downstream effectors. The analysis of network dynamics reveals that the cell either adapts to hypoxia or commits apoptosis, depending on the intensity of hypoxia. In mild hypoxia, HIF-1α accumulates to evoke transient cell-cycle arrest by inducing p21, whereas p53 remains at low levels. Under severe hypoxia, the accumulation of p53 attenuates HIF-1α activity and suffices to repress the expression of miR-17-92; consequently, BIM is induced to activate Caspase-3 and apoptosis ensues. In anoxia, p53 rises to high levels, transrepressing miR-17-92 and transactivating PUMA synergistically, whereas HIF-1α is degraded and inactivated. Thus, apoptosis can be triggered promptly. This work sheds new light on the mechanisms for the p53-HIF-1α interplay and hypoxia-induced apoptosis.

**Modeling crosstalk between the HIF-1 and p53 pathways.** We constructed an integrated model to explore the cell-fate decision upon hypoxia, characterizing the activation of HIF-1α and p53, their selective expression of target genes, and apoptosis induction ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). We focused on the interplay between HIF-1α and p53 under various hypoxic conditions. The key points of the model are presented as follows.

**Regulation of HIF-1α activity.** In normoxia, HIF-1α is kept at low levels due to oxygen-dependent hydroxylation that promotes its degradation by pVHL[@b3]. HIF-1α can also be degraded by Mdm2 in a p53-dependent manner[@b22]. Under hypoxic conditions, the hydroxylation of HIF-1α drops remarkably, and HIF-1α accumulates. HIF-1α dimerises with HIF-1β in the nucleus. p300/CBP promotes the acetylation of HIF-1α, enhancing its transcriptional activity. In our model, HIF-1α is divided into unacetylated (HIF-1α, inactive) and acetylated (HIF-1α~ac~, active) forms, and their conversion is controlled by p300. The amount of p300 is limited[@b18] and is set to a constant in the standard parameter setting. Because they can bind to p300 at different sites[@b23][@b24], HIF-1α and p53 compete for limiting p300, the modeling of which is described later. Given the inhibitory effect of acetylation on protein degradation, only unacetylated HIF-1α is degraded through the PHD- or Mdm2-dependent mechanism[@b22]. The degradation and (de)acetylation processes are taken as enzyme-catalyzed reactions and assumed to follow the Michaelis-Menten kinetics (see Eqs. 1--2 in Supporting Material).

Activated HIF-1 can induce production of VEGF, EPO, PHD and p21. We explicitly characterize the induction of p21 and PHD with the Hill function (Eqs. 3 and 4), while implicating the roles for VEGF and EPO in the cellular adaptation to hypoxia. The HIF-1-PHD negative feedback promotes the adaptation of cells to mild hypoxia[@b25][@b26]. PHD is divided into inactive (PHD) and active (PHD~a~) forms, and their conversion depends on oxygen concentration (Eq. 6).

**Activation of ATR.** In severe hypoxia, the ribonucleotide reductase activity declines, leading to production of single-stranded DNA (ss-DNA) at stalled replication forks. ss-DNA is then coated with replication protein A (RPA), and the ATR-ATRIP (ATR interacting protein) complex is recruited to ss-DNA, which promotes ATR phosphorylation at T1989[@b27]. ATR phosphorylation enhances its interaction with TopBP1, which further activates the kinase activity of ATR. Thus, the activation of ATR is positively regulated.

ATR is divided into ATR (inactive) and ATR~p~ (active), and their dynamics are described by Eqs. 7--8. The total level of ATR is assumed to be constant since ATR is mainly regulated posttranslationally[@b27]. The phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of ATR are characterized by the Michaelis-Menten kinetics[@b28]. The parameters are set to ensure that most of ATR is inactive in normoxia or mild hypoxia and ATR is quickly activated under severe hypoxia[@b29].

**Regulation of p53 activity.** p53 is degraded by Mdm2, which is induced by p53. ATR~p~ inhibits Mdm2 activity by phosphorylating it at Ser407[@b30] and disrupts the p53-Mdm2 interaction by phosphorylating p53 at Ser15, thereby leading to p53 accumulation[@b29]. Based on its posttranslational modifications, nuclear p53 is divided into three forms: p53 (unphosphorylated), p53~p~ (phosphorylated), and p53~pac~ (phosphorylated and acetylated). Four forms of Mdm2 are defined here: Mdm2~c~ (cytoplasmic unphosphorylated), Mdm2~cp~ (cytoplasmic phosphorylated), Mdm2~n~ (nuclear unphosphorylated), and Mdm2~np~ (nuclear phosphorylated). For simplicity, we assume that only Mdm2~cp~ can enter the nucleus[@b31]. Mdm2~np~ cannot act as an E3 ubiquitin ligase[@b30].

The coactivator p300 is required for the full transcriptional activity of p53 and HIF-1. Their competition for binding to p300 is characterized by the Michaelis-Menten kinetics with competitive inhibition (see Eqs. 1--2 and 10--11). The acetylation rate of p53~p~ (or HIF-1α) is an increasing function of its own concentration, and is a decreasing function of the level of HIF-1α (or p53~p~). On the other hand, p53, p53~p~ and HIF-1α are targeted for degradation by Mdm2. The involved competition is also characterized by the Michaelis-Menten kinetics (Eqs. 1, 9 and 10). Notably, Mdm2-mediated degradation of p53~pac~ is neglected since its dual modifications block their interaction. p53-induced expression of target genes, including *mdm2* and *puma*, is all characterized by the Hill function, and the Hill coefficient is set to 4 given the p53 tetramer acts as a transcription factor.

Mdm2~c~ can be phosphorylated by Akt, promoting its nuclear entry[@b32]. Akt is activated via phosphorylation by PIP3 (phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate), which is dephosphorylated by PTEN (phosphatase and tensin homolog) into PIP2 (phosphatidylinositol-4, 5-bisphosphate). The phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of Mdm2, Akt and PIP2/3 are all characterized by the Michaelis-Menten kinetics (Eqs. 12--15, 17 and 19). The total amount of Akt and that of PIP2 and PIP3 are separately assumed to be constant, similar to ref. [@b33].

**Induction of apoptosis by p53.** Different mechanisms have been proposed for p53-induced apoptosis in response to hypoxia. On one hand, repression of miR-17-92 by p53 is important for apoptosis induction since this relives some proapoptotic genes such as *pten* and *bim* from the inhibition by miR-17-92[@b12][@b34]. FOXO (forkhead box protein class O) is a typical transcription factor of *bim*, and its transcriptional activity is inhibited indirectly by Akt via phosphorylation[@b35]. On the other hand, p53 also induces apoptosis by directly transactivating some proapoptotic genes such as *puma* and *fas*[@b13][@b14].

Here, we assume that p53 indirectly upregulates BIM and PTEN by transrepressing miR-17-92 in severe hypoxia or anoxia and directly induces PUMA in anoxia. There are two forms of FOXO: FOXO (active) and FOXO~p~ (phosphorylated, inactive), and Akt promotes the conversion from FOXO to FOXO~p~. High expression of either BIM or PUMA promotes the release of cytochrome c (CytoC) from mitochondria, resulting in the activation of Caspase-3 (Casp3)[@b36]. A positive feedback exists between CytoC release and Casp3 activation[@b37]. The dynamics of CytoC and Casp3 are characterized in a similar manner to that in ref. [@b9] (Eqs. 26 and 27). The sustained activation of Casp3 is taken as the marker of apoptosis here.

Results
=======

Overview of the dynamics of the HIF-1α and p53 pathways
-------------------------------------------------------

To illustrate the typical dynamics of the HIF-1α and p53 pathways, we present the temporal evolution of protein concentrations under various hypoxic conditions in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} (\[...\] denotes the concentration of each component throughout the paper). In mild hypoxia (2% O~2~), \[p53~pac~\] is at a basal level because ATR is inactivated, and thus Casp3 remains inactive ([Fig. 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). \[HIF-1α~ac~\] gradually rises and drops to an intermediate level, since PHD is induced by HIF-1 to promote the degradation of HIF-1α (see [Supplemental Fig. S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). p21 is induced by HIF-1 rather than p53 to trigger cell-cycle arrest. Consequently, the cell survives and adapts to mild hypoxia.

Under severe hypoxia (0.02% O~2~), ATR is partly activated, and \[p53~pac~\] rises to an intermediate level ([Fig. 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, \[HIF-1α~ac~\] first rises and then drops to a moderate level since p53~p~ and HIF-1α compete for binding to limiting p300. p53~pac~ represses the expression of miR-17-92 to relieve the inhibition of BIM expression, and \[BIM\] rises gradually to a relatively high level (see [Supplemental Fig. S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since \[p53~pac~\] is not high enough, PUMA only accumulates to a low level. Consequently, Casp3 is activated mainly by BIM around 16 h and apoptosis ensues. These results are consistent with the experimental report that p53 can induce apoptosis via transrepressing antiapoptotic genes[@b12][@b34].

Under anoxia (0.0% O~2~), ATR is fully activated and \[p53~pac~\] rises quickly to a high level ([Fig. 2C](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Because HIF-1α is degraded by Mdm2 and p300 is mostly associated with p53, \[HIF-1α~ac~\] returns to its basal level after a transient. Both \[BIM\] and \[PUMA\] rise to high levels, and Casp3 is activated around 6 h, which remarkably advances the induction of apoptosis.

The above results indicate that the cellular outcome depends on the extent of hypoxia (note that the hypoxic state is maintained persistently here). In mild hypoxia, \[HIF-1α~ac~\] settles at an intermediate level, and the cell adapts to the stress after a transient cell-cycle arrest. Under severe hypoxia, the accumulation of p53~pac~ suffices to elevate BIM via downregulating miR-17-92, and apoptosis is induced. In anoxia, the stabilization and transcriptional activity of p53 are markedly enhanced, in sharp contrast to those of HIF-1α. Both transcriptional repression and activation of target genes by p53 are triggered to expedite apoptosis induction, which awaits experimental validation. Notably, the competition for binding to limiting p300 is a key factor modulating the dynamics and activities of p53 and HIF-1α.

Dynamics of HIF-1α and p21
--------------------------

To investigate the dynamics of HIF-1α and p21 systematically, we plot the heat maps of \[HIF-1α~ac~\] and \[p21\] as a function of oxygen concentration and time ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). In normoxia (above 3% O~2~), \[HIF-1α~ac~\] remains at basal levels since most of HIF-1α is degraded ([Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). In mild hypoxia (between 1.1% and 3% O~2~), \[HIF-1α~ac~\] gradually rises and drops due to PHD-dependent degradation. In moderate hypoxia (between 0.03% and 1.1% O~2~), \[HIF-1α~ac~\] rises to different plateau levels, which can be as high as 1.6. p21 dynamics closely follow the dynamics of HIF-1α~ac~ ([Fig. 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that the cell undergoes a transient cell-cycle arrest in mild hypoxia, or becomes senescent under moderate hypoxia because of sustained p21 induction. It would be interesting to test the occurrence of senescence.

In severe hypoxia (below 0.03% O~2~), HIF-1α first accumulates because of PHD deactivation; then, p53 competes with HIF-1α for binding to p300, leading to a reduction in HIF-1α~ac~ levels and inhibition of HIF-1α activity. In anoxia, p53 competitively binds to p300 and Mdm2 targets HIF-1α for degradation; thus, the HIF-1α~ac~ level drops markedly, and rather low levels of p21 are induced. These results are consistent with the experimental observation that Mdm2 promotes HIF-1α degradation in a p53-dependent way[@b22]. Together, HIF-1α is partly inactivated under severe hypoxia and is degraded in anoxia.

p53 dynamics and apoptosis induction under severe hypoxia
---------------------------------------------------------

Under severe hypoxia, ATR is activated, and thus p53 is stabilized by phosphorylation. For oxygen concentration below 0.025%, \[ATR~p~\] quickly rises to plateau levels ([Fig. 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). ATR is partly activated when oxygen concentration is between 0.01% and 0.025%, or is fully activated when oxygen concentration is below 0.01%. Compared with ATR~p~, p53~pac~ accumulates more slowly. The steady-state level of p53~pac~ rises with decreasing oxygen concentration ([Fig. 4B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, we can compare the simulation results with the experimental observations in ref. [@b8]; for comparison, the measured p53 expression level is divided by its maximum (see [Supplemental Fig. S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). p53~pac~ accumulates markedly only in severe hypoxia or anoxia, consistent with the experimental result, and the simulation results reproduce the key features of p53 dynamics in response to hypoxia.

Activated p53 represses miR-17-92 expression to upregulate BIM; \[BIM\] rises to distinct levels depending on oxygen concentration ([Fig. 4C](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, only when oxygen concentration is below 0.01% can \[PUMA\] rise to relatively high levels ([Fig. 4D](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with the experimental observation[@b13]. Thus, the transrepression activity of p53 is activated in severe hypoxia, while its transactivation activity is further evoked under anoxia.

Either BIM or PUMA activates Casp3 to trigger apoptosis in hypoxia. The timing of Casp3 activation, *T*~Apop~, versus oxygen concentration is shown in [Fig. 4E](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. Casp3 can be activated around 400 min if oxygen concentration is below 0.015%; otherwise, *T*~Apop~ rises quickly with increasing oxygen concentration. Apoptosis cannot be induced when oxygen concentration is above 0.022%. As seen in [Fig. 4F](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the timing of Casp3 activation exhibits a significant delay with increasing oxygen concentration. Together, the cell becomes more sensitive to apoptosis with aggravating hypoxia.

Interplay between HIF-1α and p53 under anoxia
---------------------------------------------

As mentioned above, p53 and HIF-1α compete for limiting p300 to activate their transcriptional activity and are targeted for degradation by Mdm2. Here, we explore their interplay under anoxia. We first investigate how the p300 level influences the steady-state concentrations of proteins ([Fig. 5A](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). With increasing \[p300\], \[p53~pac~\] continuously rises toward saturation. \[Mdm2~n~\] remains at a low level over a wide range since Mdm2~np~ predominates in the nucleus. Intriguingly, \[HIF-1α~ac~\] first rises, then drops, and rises again with increasing \[p300\]. Since ATR is fully activated and \[p53~p~\] is large enough under anoxia, increasing \[p300\] leads to enhancement of p53 acetylation. When \[p300\] is very low, the level of unacetylated HIF-1α is sufficiently high, and \[HIF-1α~ac~\] rises with increasing \[p300\]. When \[p300\] further rises, \[p53~pac~\] is elevated and HIF-1α is markedly degraded by p53-induced Mdm2, leading to a drop in \[HIF-1α~ac~\]. If p300 is in excess, more HIF-1α is acetylated, resulting in a continuous rise in \[HIF-1α~ac~\] with increasing \[p300\]. The intricate effect of p300 level on the acetylation of HIF-1α is worth testing experimentally.

We further probe the role for Mdm2-mediated degradation of p53 and HIF-1α. With increasing the p53-induced production rate of Mdm2, *k*~smdm2~, \[HIF-1α~ac~\] first drops fast and then remains at basal levels because of enhanced degradation of HIF-1α by Mdm2 ([Fig. 5B](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, \[p53~pac~\] falls at a slower rate and always remains above an intermediate level. At large *k*~smdm2~, Mdm2~n~ predominates over Mdm2~c~ since \[p53~pac~\] is not sufficiently high to transrepress miR-17-92 markedly, which promotes the nuclear entry of Mdm2. Collectively, Mdm2 overexpression inhibits the transcriptional activities of both HIF-1 and p53.

The expression level of HIF-1α has a marked effect on the activities of HIF-1α and p53. The amount of HIF-1α depends on its production rate *k*~shif~. For very low *k*~shif~, \[p53~pac~\] remains at high levels, whereas there is little amount of HIF-1α~ac~ ([Fig. 5C](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). When *k*~shif~ is further increased, more HIF-1α is produced and \[HIF-1α~ac~\] gradually rises, leading to a drop in \[p53~pac~\] because of their competition for limiting p300. Since PUMA expression is p53-dependent, \[PUMA\] shows the similar dynamics to \[p53~pac~\]. Thus, p53 cannot be activated to induce apoptosis even under anoxia when HIF-1α is overexpressed.

Similarly, the p53 expression level affects the activities of HIF-1α and p53. With increasing the rate constant of p53 production, *k*~sp53~, \[p53~pac~\] rises continuously, whereas \[HIF-1α~ac~\] drops to basal levels ([Fig. 5D](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, \[PUMA\] gradually rises toward saturation at large *k*~sp53~. Of note, \[HIF-1α~ac~\] remains at high levels with *k*~sp53~=0, and apoptosis cannot be induced even in anoxia. This result is consistent with the fact that cells with p53 mutation are resistant to proapoptotic stimuli[@b38]. Together, the competition between p53 and HIF-1α for p300 and Mdm2 plays a key role in the modulation of their stabilization and transcriptional activity.

Effect of miR-17-92 repression on apoptosis induction
-----------------------------------------------------

In addition to repression of FOXO-induced BIM expression, miR-17-92 also indirectly suppresses FOXO and p53 activities by inhibiting PTEN expression[@b30]. Here, we clarify the significance of miR-17-92 inhibition by p53 in hypoxia-induced apoptosis. Note that the parameter *j*~smir~ characterizes the repression strength by p53: the larger *j*~smir~, the weaker the repression becomes (see Eq. 21).

As shown in the bifurcation diagrams, \[PTEN\] and \[BIM\] remain at relatively high levels for *j*~smir\  ~≤ 1, whereas \[miR-17-92\] is at low levels ([Fig. 6A](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, \[PTEN\] and \[BIM\] stay at low levels once *j*~smir ~\> 1, whereas \[miR-17-92\] gradually rises with increasing *j*~smir~. This suggests that the effective transrepression of miR-17-92 by p53 is indispensable for apoptosis induction under severe hypoxia, which awaits experimental validation.

We further show the temporal evolution of protein concentrations for different values of *j*~smir~ in [Fig. 4B--F](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. At *j*~smir~ = 0.3, \[PTEN\] reaches a high level, promoting the accumulation of p53. High expression of BIM and PUMA activates Casp3 to trigger apoptosis promptly. If *j*~smir~ is increased to 0.8, the expression of PTEN and BIM is reduced, and the levels of p53~pac~ and PUMA are downregulated. Consequently, Casp3 is activated with a marked delay. At *j*~smir~ = 2.0, the repression of miR-17-92 expression by p53 becomes very weak, and apoptosis cannot be induced. Collectively, the transrepression of miR-17-92 is significant for apoptosis induction under severe hypoxia.

Discussion
==========

In this work, we provide a coherent picture of cell-fate decision under hypoxic conditions. Under normoxia, both HIF-1α and p53 are at very low levels. In mild hypoxia, p53 still remains inactive, whereas HIF-1α first accumulates to induce transient cell-cycle arrest and then settles at moderate levels because of the cellular adaptation to hypoxia. Under moderate hypoxia, HIF-1α~ac~ expression is sufficiently high, and p21 induction is maintained to trigger cellular senescence. In severe hypoxia, p53 accumulation attenuates HIF-1α activity, and p53 transrepresses antiapoptotic genes like miR-17-92 to relieve inhibition of proapoptotic genes like BIM, thereby inducing apoptosis. Under anoxia, high levels of p53 lead to HIF-1α degradation, and p53 transrepresses and transactivates target genes to remarkably advance apoptosis induction. Such a decision mechanism seems plausible, either promoting cellular adaptation to mild stress or inducing cell death after severe stress.

The interplay between p53 and HIF-1α plays a key role in the hypoxic response. Our results are consistent with experimental observations: moderate p53 expression attenuates HIF-1α activity, whereas high p53 expression eliminates HIF-1α activity[@b39]. Notably, HIF-1α is overexpressed in most cancers[@b40], and thus developing HIF-1α inhibitors to prevent the adaptation of tumor cells to hypoxia may be a promising strategy for anticancer[@b41]. Our results suggest that reactivation of p53 could contribute to inhibition of HIF-1α activity.

The mechanism for p53 stabilization is somehow controversial in the literature. Previously, it was reported that p53 was stabilized by HIF-1α[@b16]. Later, this mechanism was challenged by the report that p53 accumulated only in severe hypoxia[@b8]. Thus, HIF-1α alone cannot stabilize p53. Rather, it was found that ATR contributes to p53 stabilization in severe hypoxia when replication arrest occurs. Here, we further show that the competition between p53 and HIF-1α for limiting p300 not only determines their transcriptional activity, but also regulates their abundance because p300-mediated acetylation prevents Mdm2-mediated protein degradation. p53 stabilization is enhanced when more Mdm2 is associated with unacetylated HIF-1α.

Our work may reconcile the contradictory reports on the mechanism for hypoxia-induced apoptosis[@b11][@b12][@b13]. We propose that depending on the severity of hypoxia, p53 may suppress the expression of antiapoptotic genes like miR-17-92, or inhibit miR-17-92 expression and activate PUMA expression synergistically to induce apoptosis. Accordingly, it takes a relatively long time to evoke apoptosis under severe hypoxia, or apoptosis is induced promptly after exposure to anoxia. Such an action mode of p53 is of functional significance, allowing for cellular adaptation to the hypoxic environment or eliminating cells promptly under strongly anoxic conditions. It would be interesting to experimentally test that.

We showed that effective repression of miR-17-92 expression is required for apoptosis induction under severe hypoxia. miR-17-92 itself can inhibit the production of BIM and PTEN[@b34]. Conversely, p53 transrepresses miR-17-92 to elevate BIM and PTEN expression[@b12]. BIM can induce apoptosis[@b42], while PTEN contributes to p53 stabilization by sequestering Mdm2 in the cytoplasm[@b32]. It is worthy to explore whether other microRNAs induced by p53, such as miR-34a, contribute to apoptosis induction in hypoxia.

Finally, it is worth noting that the cellular response to hypoxia is extremely complicated. Here, we took a simplified approach to characterize the crosstalk between HIF-1α and p53 signaling by focusing on their competition in stabilization and transcriptional activity. We probed the effect of the severity of hypoxia on cell fate, while omitting the influence of the duration of hypoxia. Some other factors were also ignored, such as complex relationships between HIF-1, p53 and pVHL[@b7] and different phosphorylation modifications of p53. Definitely, adding more facets of signal transduction to the model should shed new light on the hypoxic response.

Methods
=======

The details of the model are presented in the Supporting Material. The concentration of each component is represented by a dimensionless state variable. The temporal evolution of dynamic systems is governed by ordinary differential equations, which are presented in [Supplemental Method](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All the initial values of variables are their lower steady-state values under normoxia and are listed in [Supplemental Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The standard parameter values are listed in [Supplemental Table S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Some parameters are set based on experimental measurements or known facts, while others are estimated by comparing the simulation results with experimental data. The unit of time is minutes, while the units of parameters are determined such that the concentrations of proteins are dimensionless. For simplicity, we do not indicate the units of the parameters explicitly. The rate equations are numerically solved using Oscill8.

The robustness of protein concentrations to parameter variations is also analyzed, and the results are presented in [Supplemental Table S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The sensitivity of steady-state levels of and p53~pac~ to parameter variations is calculated when the parameter values are varied by ±10% with respect to their standard values. These concentrations are only sensitive to the parameters related to HIF-1α regulation, Mdm2-mediated protein degradation, or p53 production. Overall, our simulation results are robust to changes in most parameters, and we provide a model for effectively exploring the interplay between p53 and in response to hypoxia.
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![Schematic depiction of the model.\
The model characterizes crosstalk between the HIF-1 and p53 pathways upon hypoxia. In hypoxia, HIF-1α is stabilized due to reduced hydroxylation by PHD. Under severe hypoxia, the ATR kinase is activated via auto-phosphorylation upon hypoxia-induced replication arrest, and p53 is further activated by ATR. The shared coactivator p300 is required for the full transcriptional activity of p53 and HIF-1α. HIF-1α evokes transient cell-cycle arrest via inducing p21, whereas p53 can induce apoptosis via transrepressing or/and transactivating target genes. Dashed lines denote the expression of target genes by HIF-1α or p53, while solid arrowed lines represent the transitions between proteins. Circle- and bar-headed lines denote the promotion and inhibition of transition or production, respectively.](srep13834-f1){#f1}

![Overview of the network dynamics under different hypoxic conditions.\
Temporal evolution of the levels of ATR~p~, p53~pac~, HIF-1α~ac~, p21 and Casp3 in mild hypoxia (2% O~2~, (**A**)), severe hypoxia (0.02% O~2~, (**B**)), or anoxia (0% O~2~, (**C**)).](srep13834-f2){#f2}

![Dynamics of HIF-1α~ac~ and p21.\
Color-coded concentrations of (**A**) HIF-1α~ac~ and (**B**) p21 as a function of the logarithm of oxygen concentration and time.](srep13834-f3){#f3}

![Protein dynamics and apoptosis induction under severe hypoxia.\
(**A--D**) Color-coded concentrations of ATR~p~ (**A**), p53~pac~ (**B**), BIM (**C**) and PUMA (**D**) as a function of oxygen concentration and time. (**E**) The timing of Casp3 activation versus oxygen concentration. (**F**) Time courses of \[Casp3\] with oxygen concentration at 0.01% (green), 0.018% (blue), or 0.02% (red).](srep13834-f4){#f4}

![Interplay between HIF-1α and p53 in anoxia.\
(**A**) Bifurcation diagrams of \[p53~pac~\] (red), \[HIF-1α~ac~\] (blue) and \[Mdm2~n~\] (green) versus the amount of p300. (**B**) Bifurcation diagrams of \[p53~pac~\] (red), \[HIF-1α~ac~\] (blue), \[Mdm2~c~\] (green) and \[Mdm2~n~\] (pink) versus the p53-induced production rate of Mdm2, *k*~smdm2~. (**C**) Bifurcation diagrams of \[HIF-1α~ac~\] (blue, on the right axis), \[p53~pac~\] (red) and \[PUMA\] (green) versus the production rate of HIF-1α, *k*~shif~. (**D**) Bifurcation diagrams of \[HIF-1α~ac~\] (blue), \[p53~pac~\] (red) and \[PUMA\] (green) versus the production rate of p53, *k*~sp53~.](srep13834-f5){#f5}

![Effect of miR-17-92 on apoptosis induction under severe hypoxia (0.02% O~2~).\
(**A**) Bifurcation diagrams of \[PTEN\] (green), \[BIM\] (red) and \[miR-17-92\] (blue) as a function of *j*~smir~. (**B**--**F**) Time courses of \[p53~pac~\] (**B**), \[PTEN\] (**C**), \[BIM\] (**D**), \[PUMA\] (**E**) and \[Casp3\] (**F**) with *j*~smir~ = 0.3 (blue), 0.8 (red), or 2.0 (green).](srep13834-f6){#f6}
